“Education is not the learning of facts, but the training of the mind to think.”
-Albert Einstein
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Providence Grove High School
Principal: April Thompson
Assistant Principals: Mrs. Alicia Timmons and Dr. Dan Goble
Lead Teacher: Mrs. Donna Brown

Amy Kidd, PGHS Agriculture teacher, along
with Wylene Johnson, a retired RCSS Agriculture
teacher, are teaching for the University of Mount Olive (UMO) in THE Ag Experience at Providence Grove
High School.

The University of Mount Olive (UMO), the Randolph County School System, and Randolph Community
College (RCC) partnered in 2017 for a program entitled "THE Ag Experience" (T is The, H is Higher, E is education). Our students can triple enroll in Randolph Community College, the University of Mount Olive ,and
Providence Grove High School to work towards their Associate of Science degree in Agriculture. This year,
five students from the original group are working diligently to finish their entire associate's degree by the
end of this school year. Additionally, we have nine new students in the UMO classes for the second group.
Students who did not completely qualify for the RCC classes are taking the UMO classes only due to the
standardized testing requirements but with a qualifying Grade Point Average and teacher recommendation. Students may take classes including Introduction to Animal Science, Issues in Agriculture, Small Engines and Mechanics, Crop Science, Field Experience, and Horticulture Methods I.
“This is an outstanding opportunity for students to experience college while in high school,” Wylene
Johnson related. Senior McKenzie Harden will be graduating in the Spring of 2019 with a high school diploma from PGHS and an associate’s degree from UMO. She plans to complete her bachelor’s degree in
poultry science. Amy Kidd commented, “We are excited about the future and look forward to continuing
this program for our students.”

THE Ag Experience offers students a hands-on approach to
learning. From working with animals, growing crops, tearing down an engine (and putting it back together), or baking
bread, students get a first-hand experience of agricultural
issues. This is a focus of UMO and why it appeals to many
students.

Northeastern Randolph Middle School
Principal: Ms. Dana Albright-Johnson
Assistant Principal: Mr. Ralph Jarrett
Lead Teacher: Ms. Robin Hevner
Students in sixth grade at Northeastern Randolph Middle
School are becoming life-long readers! Through the collaborative
efforts of the ELA teachers and the media specialist, each sixth grade
student has an opportunity each week during a single class period to
meet with a teacher to discuss his/her current reading. Students read
aloud a small portion of their self-selected books, they give a brief summary of what they have read to date and answer teacher-generated
questions, and the teacher documents the conference in a spreadsheet.

Sustained Silent Reading time built into the school day is beneficial for all students. Students are given time
each day for Sustained Silent Reading and for sharing with a partner what they read. Student conferences occur in the
media center, where the media specialist is available to participate in conferences and facilitate book exchanges.
When the student is called for his/her conference time, he/she takes an interest inventory, his/her Reader’s Workshop
folder, and the current book to the teacher or media specialist and reads a small portion of the book aloud. This helps
the teacher determine if the level of the book is appropriate for the reader and illuminates any problems with phonics,
fluency, etc. This also leads to discussions about genres or topics that students prefer. It often takes several attempts
and collaboration among many adults in the building with a variety of reading experiences to find the right “stick-withit” book for some of the reluctant readers.
An issue that teachers often raise is how to hold students accountable and question students about books that
the teacher has not personally read. However, with just a little bit of time during the conference itself, the teacher
can skim through the book and ask the student general questions about the characters, setting, plot, structure, or
theme. For example, if a student brought up Refugee by Alan Gratz and indicated that he/she was about halfway finished, a teacher could generate the following types of questions just by skimming through the first half of the book on
the spot:
The teacher and media specialist share a google spreadsheet to track students’ progress and other observations. While
teachers were concerned that this would use too much class time, it
became clear that benefits outweighed the time cost. Students who
had jumped from book to book without any commitment completed books, and some even finished entire series and discovered that
they enjoyed all the works of a particular author. Teachers established deeper relationships with students and gleaned valuable insight into the needs of students which has informed classroom instruction. The media specialist not only builds relationships and can
have meaningful interactions, but also has the information to tailor
media purchases/decisions. Reading conferences can be transformative for children and the adults who work with them.

Grays Chapel Elementary School
Principal: Mr. Ross Reaves
Assistant Principal: Mrs. Lori Johnson
Lead Teacher: Mrs. Shelley Stover
5th Grade Math Work Stations
Teachers: Leah Jans, Laura Henderson, Misty Keller,
and Megan McGrath

This student is rotating through
one of three math stations.

This year at Grays Chapel Elementary School, our fifth-grade teachers are utilizing small group instruction in order
to best meet the academic needs of all students in their classrooms. Each small group is created based on students’
performance on a common formative assessment (CFA) that is completed before each unit begins. The small group
lessons are based on specific student needs, and they provide remediation, practice, and enrichment lessons and activities.
As the teacher meets with small groups, the other students in the classroom have the opportunity to complete a wide variety of activities that let them practice the unit’s content at their level of understanding. Students have
the freedom to choose from the activities in their assigned basket. Each basket contains independent exercises, task
cards, real world application projects and activities, math games, problem-based learning activities, and hands-on activities. Students’ multiple intelligences are met through differentiation of the various learning specific activities.
At the conclusion of each unit, students are given the same CFA they completed as a pre-assessment. Student results are amazing! Data indicates that student performance is increasing in addition to their ability to master these
tasks. By meeting the math standards in a variety of ways, students are engaged and challenged each day, and the
fifth-grade team is excited to continue seeing all of the learning and success from their students.

Math learning stations are an excellent way to differentiate learning for each student. Our students are having fun and, most of all,
are engaged while learning the math curriculum at their specific
level of need. Implementing math stations has truly been a positive adjustment for the fifth-grade team, and the teachers are
encouraged by the engagement, differentiation, and student performance.

These students are working in a small group
based on their learning needs in math.

Liberty Elementary School
Principal: Mrs. Kelli Harrell
Assistant Principal: Mrs. Lori Johnson
Lead Teacher: Ms. Wendy Gooch

Sandy Alderman, Jill Holbrook, Teje Simms, Jodi
Williams, Pam Owen, Kelly Bowman, Katie Matheson, Gwen Troxler (not pictured)

Our Kindergarten team is an excellent example of
a professional learning team. They meet daily to
plan collaborative lessons. A recent focus has
been the incorporation of digital tools for our
youngest students. This team has also engaged
with multiple district personnel to meet diverse
student needs.

TeachTown: TeachTown is an online teaching tool for social/emotional skills. Students learn skills through
engaging characters such as Mochi, Ginger, Jelly and Pico. Video clips model appropriate/inappropriate responses to real-life experiences including playground scenarios and classroom behaviors. This has been a
great connection to our schoolwide Positive Behavioral Interventions and Support (PBIS) initiative.

Letterland: Along with many other elementary schools in our district, we are implementing Letterland to
explicitly and systematically teach letter sounds and other early literacy skills through a story-based approach. Students love the digital components of this program, which allow them to interact with the Smartboard and sing along with Letterland characters. They also enjoy the movement, games and role-play involved in learning about letters, sounds and words.

QR Codes/FlipGrid/ABC Mouse: In order to differentiate student computer activities, the Kindergarten
team has utilized multiple digital tools to more closely match student needs and captivate and maintain student attention.

Through these digital tools, student
mastery of foundational skills has
increased, as well as their confidence
with social emotional skills. Thanks
to Deanna Wiles, Beth Mills, Melissa
Ray and our lead teacher for collaborating with us to support great teaching and learning.

